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The recent turn toward studies of the environmentas part of architectural history puts in question thediscipline’s emphasis on the visual and challenges
us to include phenomena that are physical but not necessarily
recognizable by the eye.1 Environmental histories expand the
scale and media of subjects commonly thought of as “archi-
tectural.”2 For example, architectural sound photography
from the 1920s and 1930s is a remarkable and overlooked ref-
erence for the noise maps and climate registers circulated
currently. In this article, I examine the photography of sound
in architectural models, placing it at the intersection of the
history of architecture, modern architectural acoustics, and
media for visualizing physical phenomena. I will show how
this photographic method links the sensory and the scientific
in architectural reasoning. The models and apparatuses used
to study the acoustics of spaces expose the material stakes in-
volved in simulating architecture. While mathematical calcu-
lations of architectural acoustics, such as the reverberation
formula, are still in use, visual representations of sound cre-
ated with photography were soon declared obsolete. Today,
the study of photography of sound propagation from the
archives allows us to understand the role of the senses both in
the conception and perception of scientific experiments and
in architectural reasoning.
During the final months of my doctoral research, I discov-
ered a crimson loose-leaf binder containing more than a
hundred photographic prints, dated from 1930 through
1933, mounted onto fifty-six sheets of mostly brown paper.3
The binder had lain forgotten in the basement archive at the
acoustics department of Empa, the Swiss Federal Laborato-
ries for Materials Science and Technology, near Zurich, as
part of the meager archive of Franz Max Osswald (1879–
1944). Osswald was Switzerland’s first expert in architectural
acoustics and founder of the first applied acoustics laboratory
at ETH, the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, in Zurich.
The photographs in the album depict sound waves propagat-
ing, reflecting, and diffracting in sectional models of various
geometries. I was looking at shadowgraphs of moving air,
superposed pressure wave fronts imprinted on the photo-
graphic paper as gray lines and tones, all shimmering streaks
capturing amoment of sound passing through space (Figure 1).
The physical transfer of acoustic energy to scientific imagery
as an expert’s representation of sound, and the translation of
the gray shadows back into what we can hear but not see,
challenges our understanding of physics and the environ-
ment. Sound no longer appears ineffable but is transcribed in
graphic representation. I realized that such images are crucial
for communicating environmental phenomena such as the
movement of air, temperature, and sound. Architectural
sound photography, as this essay will show, was as much
about dispelling the mysteries surrounding sonic phenomena
as it was about implanting architectural design in the impen-
etrable registers of the science of physics.
Visual representations have accompanied the acoustic sci-
ences since the Vitruvian analogy of the sound wave with the
water wave in antiquity, when the visible movement in water
was employed to explain the invisible movement in air. In the
seventeenth century, Athanasius Kircher illustrated sound as
straight lines reflecting off of walls and buildings. Shadow-
graph techniques also go back to the seventeenth century, as
part of the larger field of scientific observation using micro-
scopes, telescopes, and glass lenses: the air flow of warm air
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Figure 1 Franz Max Osswald, contact print of sound photographs in architectural models, from Osswald’s applied acoustics laboratory at ETH Zurich,
1930–33 (Image Archive, ETH Library Zurich, http://doi.org/10.3932/ethz-a-000986437).
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rising from a candle, or a hand, caught the attention of scien-
tists. Architectural sound photography was developed from
direct shadowgraphy without instruments (e.g., the hot air of
a candle represented in a drawing) and the schlieren tech-
nique, which involved a shock wave from a gunshot and pris-
matic effects from lenses (Figure 2).4 Both the wave and the
line characterize the movement of sound and remained mod-
els for understanding sound in parallel; the photographic
method explained in this essay was the first technique that
held the promise of capturing the performance of sound in
space in a comprehensive, objectified way, taking into account
both wave and line characteristics. In architectural applica-
tions, often in studies of theaters and auditoriums, shadow-
graphy and the schlieren technique aimed at capturing the
spatial propagation of sound. They coexisted with other forms
of visual representation through spectrography, phonopho-
tography, melography, and oscillography, which captured spe-
cific parameters of sound, such as loudness and frequency.5
The names of some of these techniques allude to photogra-
phy, although the visualizations were produced mechanically
or electrically. The products of Osswald’s experiments in the
early 1930s at his Institut für Angewandte Akustik (Institute of
Applied Acoustics) at ETH indeed deserve to be called “sound
photographs.” Osswald in his schlieren imaging captured
shadows of inhomogeneity in air, caused by sound waves trav-
eling in space, on photo plates photochemically. He took
blurry photographs inside sectional models, at a scale that fit
into the experimenter’s hand, and exposed them onto photo-
graphic paper that fit into the photo album.
Studying representations of sound brings forward the
architectural consequences of media transfers and model
scaling, as well as the ambiguities of expert reading and lay
interpretation. The process of photographing sound raises a
number of interesting questions about the relation between
the visual and the auditory: The tyranny of the eye over the
ear is a prevailing assumption in the hierarchy of the senses,
but in these photographs the visual clearly serves the aural.
While for Osswald the appeal of the schlieren technique may
have lain in its (arguably unrealized) promise of objectivity,
I will argue that its appeal was as an interface that incorpo-
rated the human sensorium in modern science. This may be
the reason Osswald continued to pursue this method well af-
ter 1930, when others had abandoned it for its lack of preci-
sion and failure to represent all three dimensions of space
accurately. In the 1930s, electroacoustic testing superseded
photography and became indispensable in the automation
and standardization of modern acoustic measurement. At
Osswald’s institute at ETH Zurich, electroacoustic testing
coexisted with photographic methods, never replacing them
completely.
The acoustic sciences and their applications are subject to
not one but multiple epistemic traditions—physics, psycho-
physiology, anthropology, engineering, aesthetics, and others.
Osswald’s relentless pursuit of sound photography is a case
study in the role of images in the construction of scientific au-
thority in architectural design. I believe Osswald’s sound pho-
tographs give insight into epistemic changes in the modern
era, analogous to the “medical gaze” that Michel Foucault
links to changes not only in medicine but also in society at
large.6 They also relate to what Lorraine Daston and Peter
Galison have written about the ways the “scientific self” has
disciplined the “scientific gaze” in pursuit of objectivity.7 The
history of photography is more than a history of constructing
objectivity through a lens. It deals with vague imagery from
close up, shown so memorably in Michelangelo Antonioni’s
1966 movie Blow-Up and also described as the “dark side of
photography” in “black boxes and dark rooms” in studies of
so-called ghost and thought photography, in which shadows
of the dead were seen as emerging from the photochemical
process.8While the intentions of shadowgraphy and schlieren
photography were far from such metaphysics, sound and
ghost photography share the ambiguity produced by the
photochemical process.
The term soundscape has been criticized because of its as-
sumed origin in the realm of the visual, a perspective opposed
especially by anthropologist Tim Ingold, who recuperates
scape for a discourse related to topography and materiality.9
What physicists and engineers photographed in the images
studied here belongs to the materiality of sound: the acoustic
energy visualized in architectural sound photography had
been acknowledged for decades before these images visualized
the phenomena. Architectural sound photography could thus
be interpreted as an afterimage of acoustic reasoning, in the
Figure 2 Shock wave visualization from a bullet fired from a pistol as a
reenactment of a schlieren technique experiment from the late
nineteenth century (photo by Gary S. Settles).
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sense of a confirmation of knowledge gained previously. I
argue that, while architectural sound photography claimed to
represent “mechanical objectivity,” it simultaneously and im-
plicitly included and activated the human sensorium.
The story of the production of photographs of the temporal,
ephemeral phenomenon of sound brings together objective
method and the experience of learning through the senses. The
schlieren technique and its architectural applications rendered
visual what could be heard, engaging the visual sense. The me-
chanical process qualified the technique as affirmation, proof,
and a means of quantifying acoustic phenomena. The acousti-
cians discussed in this essay, especially Osswald, used photogra-
phy in their search for a multisensory approach, in anticipation
of future sciences that would link the physics and the psycho-
physiology of sound.
Wallace C. Sabine’s Search for Sound Localization
In his relentless experimentation with architectural applica-
tions of sound photography, Osswald appropriated the meth-
ods of the American physicistWallace C. Sabine (1868–1919).
Osswald began his career as an acoustic consultant in 1922,
the same year his role model’s posthumous Collected Papers on
Acoustics was published—a coincidence established retroac-
tively by the disciple himself.10 Osswald corresponded for
many years with Wallace Sabine’s successor at Riverbank
Laboratories in Geneva, Illinois, Wallace’s distant cousin
Paul E. Sabine (1879–1958).11 A photograph dated 1925 and
stamped by the Riverbank Laboratories, included among
Osswald’s papers in the crimson binder, may well have in-
spired Osswald’s photographic experiments in Zurich.
Wallace Sabine’s reverberation theory—first published in
the article “Architectural Acoustics” in the American Architect
and Building News in 1898—is widely considered the catalyst
for modern architectural acoustics.12 Osswald was among the
following generation who relied on Sabine’s methods almost
exclusively. In 1913, Sabine had illustrated his essay “Theatre
Acoustics” in the journal American Architectwith architectural
sound photography, describing the origins of his technique as
“what may be called the Toeppler-Boys-Foley method of
photographing air disturbances.”13 What Sabine refers to is
the optical rendering of inhomogeneity in transparent media.
It was physicist August Toepler (1836–1912) who, between
1859 and 1864, while earning his PhD at the Agricultural
College of Pappelsdorf, invented, named, and refined what
is now commonly referred to as the schlieren technique.14
The German word Schlieren, which means striation, streak,
or smear, was previously used to describe inhomogeneities in
glass. Toepler observed pressure wave fronts and drew what
he saw in ink; his drawings were so fine that many mistook
the images for photographs.15 Toepler’s wife had his tomb-
stone inscribed with the words “He was the first to see
sound.”16 While Toepler did not see sound as such, he ob-
served a variation of density in air caused by candles, electric
sparks, and shock waves from gunshots and made drawings of
what he had seen (photographic techniques of sufficient
speed for his schlieren imaging were not yet available). In
1887, Ernst Mach (1838–1916), who entered the physics of
sound with a background in physiology, together with Peter
Salcher of the Naval Academy in Fiume, developed Toepler’s
method further so that the fluid dynamics of projectiles trav-
eling through air at ultrasonic speeds, and ultimately the wave
characteristics of sound, could be captured photographically.
Both Toepler’s and Mach’s schlieren imaging was visual and
thus qualitative, rather than numerical or theoretical, as phys-
icist Gary S. Settles notes; it was Toepler’s “excellent physical
‘feel’ for his subject” that triggered the experiments later in-
tegrated into the canon of objective scientific methods that
can be expressed quantitatively.17
In 1912, physicist Arthur L. Foley and his junior teaching
fellow Wilmer H. Souder adapted Toepler’s method to con-
fined shapes, though not yet architectural models (Figure 3).
They published a paper that included a drawing and a detailed
description of the apparatus they used.18 In the paper, they de-
scribe the challenges of obtaining a source of light sufficient to
create a photographic image and the difficulty of controlling
the interval between the first spark to set off a sonic pressure
wave and the second spark to expose the photographic plate.
The line drawing of the apparatus illustrates the mechanisms
for timing the gap between the electric spark causing the
sound wave and the light spark (L) that then exposes the pho-
tographic plate: “When the interval between the two sparks
is properly timed the sound wave at S casts its shadow on
the photographic dry plate P” (Figure 4).19 Foley and Souder
dispensed with the lenses previously used by Toepler, which
enabled them to produce images inside confined spaces such
as circles and ellipses. The experimenters photographed the
sound wave as it reflected back from straight and bent surfa-
ces, some of them perforated, using what they themselves re-
ferred to as the “point source shadow method.”20
Photographic experiments with sound waves in confined
objects enabled the visualization of refraction (breaking) and
diffraction (bending). This technique complemented the
geometric modeling of sound as rays, which Adolf Loos had
explained as “straight lines from the sound source to the ceil-
ing, assuming the sound would bounce off at the same angle,
like a billiard ball from the cushion, and continue on itsway.”21
Loos’s judgment that this method was “nonsense” is certainly
wrong.22 However, it is correct that it is not true for all spatial
conditions, especially as soundwaves have the capacity to bend
around obstacles. Geometrical ray constructions rely on the
analogy with optics, rendering only the directionality of
sound. Althoughmodeling sound propagation as rays provides
useful approximations for outdoor areas and large spaces,
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Figure 3 Arthur L. Foley and Wilmer H. Souder,
experiments with schlieren photography in
enclosed geometries, 1912 (Arthur L. Foley and
Wilmer H. Souder, “A New Method of
Photographing Sound Waves,” Physical Review
35, no. 5 [1912], plate V).
Figure 4 Apparatus for architectural sound
photography, 1912 (Arthur L. Foley and Wilmer H.
Souder, “A New Method of Photographing Sound
Waves,” Physical Review 35, no. 5 [1912], 374).
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scientists looked for further ways of modeling sound. Espe-
cially in auditorium and theater design in the nineteenth cen-
tury, the conflicting requirements of lighting and sound design
were increasingly recognized, as the straight lines representing
light worked for illumination but not for acoustics.23
In the early twentieth century, sound was a contested pub-
lic issue. The building industry launched new products for
sound insulation and absorption, newspapers debated noise
abatement, and citizens sought increased silence and privacy.
In churches and auditoriums, audience sizes increased, and
with them the distance sound had to travel; sound reflectors,
both those already created by the enclosing walls, floor, and
ceiling and additional reflectors, were studied in depth. At this
time, then, both drawings and photographs were useful and
welcome tools for communicating the emerging field of archi-
tectural acoustics. While concepts and goals could be spelled
out loudly, scientific explanations for sound lacked words and
notations. Further models, other than mere line drawings,
were needed to show the diffraction of sound waves.
The analogy of sound waves with water waves had been
used since the time of Vitruvius, who described the expanding
waves caused by a stone thrown into water. In 1787, the
German physicist and musician Ernst Florens Friedrich
Chladni (1756–1827) created the famous Chladni figures, pat-
terns of sand resulting on metal or glass plates from vibrations
at specific frequencies. Media historian Jonathan Sterne con-
siders Chladni’s technique “the founding moment of modern
acoustics, and it embodies this connection between objectifi-
cation, visualization, and the reversal of the general and the
specific in theories of sound.”24 If we include Chladni’s sound
visualization in modern science, it predates what is considered
the modern era of architectural acoustics.
According to Emily Thompson’s influential history of
architectural acoustics, the modern soundscape evolved in the
nineteenth century, culminating withWallace Sabine’s rever-
beration formula, which gave architects unprecedented con-
trol over the acoustic performance of auditorium spaces.25
At the beginning of the twentieth century, Sabine ex-
panded the parameters of architectural design using a
range of methods. His formula for reverberation time was
the most influential; it is still used with little mathematical
adjustment. In papers published from 1898 onward, Sabine
explains how the geometry, volume, and material of a space
determine its capacity to absorb or reflect sound.The for-
mula k = 0.171 · V calculates the overall average of sound’s
energy in a space.26 It describes quantitatively what we de-
fine in words as sound qualities such as “dead” or “dry”
(with no or short reverberation) or full and echoing (with
long reverberation). What Sabine’s formula cannot explain
is the local distribution of the sound’s energy, which is
crucial in auditoriums, where speech and music from the
stage should be heard at all seats.
Sabine’s subsequent 1913 paper on theater acoustics was
extensively illustrated with schlieren technique sound photo-
graphs, as appropriated from Foley and Souder. The schlieren
method promised a simulation of the differing intensities of
sound—such as focal points and dead corners—across a space.
Sabine announced that the “details of the adaptation of the
method to the present investigation will be explained in an-
other paper.”27 So far, however, this second paper has not
been found, and Sabine makes no further mention of sound
photography in his writings. Despite his disinterest in further
photographic experiments, his 1913 paper is worth a closer in-
vestigation. It begins with a quote from Vitruvius’s Ten Books
on Architecture: “All this being arranged, we must see with
even greater care that a position has been taken where the
voice falls softly and is not so reflected as to produce a con-
fused effect on the ear.”28 This emphasis on the “position
taken” by the audience underlines the pertinence of des-
cribing the spatial geometry of sound distribution, of which
Sabine’s reverberation method had left out. The time and the
intensity of sound were not the only things at stake in speech
intelligibility and musical listening experience—the locality of
the sound was also important. The excerpt from Vitruvius’s
treatise goes on to describe natural obstructions to the projec-
tion of the voice: those that reflect sound into the succeeding
sound (creating dissonant sound), those that spread sound in
all directions and reflect it into an indistinct field of sound
(creating circumsonant sound), and those that reflect the
voice, “producing an echo and making the case terminations
double” (resonant sound). The last of Vitruvius’s categories
describes acoustic conditions “in which the voice is supported
and strengthened, and so reaches the ear in words which are
clear and distinct” (consonant sound).29 In an effort to distin-
guish modern physics from practices based on traditional
knowledge, Sabine updates Vitruvius’s terminology with his
own: “But to adapt it to modern nomenclature, we must sub-
stitute for the word dissonance, interference; for the word cir-
cumsonance, reverberation; for the word resonance, echo.
For consonance, we have unfortunately no single term, but
the conception is one which is fundamental.”30 Sabine’s revi-
sion of acoustic method departed from ideas of proportion or
universal harmony. It did so through a new terminology, com-
plemented by new modes of representation. If reverberation
measurements in milliseconds were a decisive step toward a
mathematically precise description of sound in space, schlie-
ren photography was a step toward mechanical objectivity in
visual terms.31
The first illustration in Sabine’s 1913 essay is a photo-
graph of a small model of the Greek Theatre at the Univer-
sity of California, Berkeley (architect John Galen Howard),
opened in 1903 and designed according toMariano Fortuny’s
brand-new “Kuppel-Horizont” system. Sabine illustrates the
problematic sound focalization in domed ceilings that were
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designed to reflect light by tracing the contours of sound
intensity, showing that the sound’s energy is concentrated in
the focal area of the dome and not reflected to the audience
in any way analogous to the way light is reflected, as the de-
signers had assumed (Figure 5). The graphic representa-
tion of contours of sound intensity served as proof for
Sabine: the theater was designed for light projection ef-
fects, not for sound.
Sabine complemented the plans and interior views of the
Little Theatre in New York (designed by the firm Ingalls &
Hoffman and opened in 1912; now Helen Hayes Theatre)
with a reverberation diagram. He illustrated his subsequent
examples by means of photographs, including fifteen taken
inside models of the longitudinal and cross sections of
New York’s New Theatre (designed by the firm Carrère and
Hastings and opened in 1909) (Figures 6 and 7) and seven
photographs taken during his experiments for Boston’s Scol-
lay Square Theatre (architect Clarence H. Blackall, 1912).
For the latter, Sabine compared the longitudinal sections of
the initial sketch (with a dome ceiling over the stage) to the
built project with a flat plane over the stage.
After Sabine’s premature death in 1919, the 1913 essay
was included in his Collected Papers on Acoustics, published in
1922.32 This collection of his revised papers led to the dis-
semination of modern acoustic theory and laid the ground for
the formation of architectural acoustics as a discipline of its
own on both sides of the Atlantic. In the comprehensive
1922 edition, a photograph of the open-air amphitheater in
Orange, France––presented as the epitome of theater
acoustics––was added as a full-page title image before the
1913 essay, even though it is hardly discussed in this paper on
modern, enclosed theaters. Indeed, Sabine heaps scorn on
the accounts of those who visit the Greek and Roman ruins
and praise their acoustics. He claims that such praise is based
on mystification and mocks the prejudiced ear, when the
visitor in the ruins “makes a trial wherever opportunity
permits . . . always with gratifying results and the satisfaction
of having confirmed a well known fact. . . . The difficulty
with such casual evidence is that it is gathered under wholly
abnormal conditions,” in “scant reminders of the original
structure” (which had more reflecting enclosures than the
present ruins) and in “absence of a large audience” (and their
absorbing bodies and clothes).33
Sabine illustrates his article with sound photographs of
contemporary enclosed theaters, establishing his reasoning as
based in mechanically derived, objectified fact. The nuances
of light and shadow inside scale models of modern theaters
must have appeared mysterious to many of the article’s read-
ers, and yet it was exactly the “mystery of acoustics” that
Sabine meant to expel from the discourse on sound. Despite
the extensive use of photographic illustrations in his 1913
paper, Sabine never published such images, or referred to the
technique, again. This seems to support Emily Thompson’s
contention that Sabine found the photographic method unre-
warding and so did not pursue it further. Thompson restricts
her discussion of his photographic experiments to a few lines,
saying merely that “limitations of the available sources and
detectors impelled Sabine to reconsider the utility of techni-
ques for visually representing sound.”34
Thompson links Sabine’s interest in visual technique to
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century practices, regarding it as
an anachronistic move accounted for by his frustration with
the fact that sound could be measured only relative to the
hearing threshold of the human ear. However, the rich illus-
trations in Thompson’s 2002 benchmark account on modern
architectural acoustics demonstrate a consensus on the capac-
ity of images to communicate scientific objects and phenom-
ena. In his 1913 discussion, Sabine observes that images do
not expose the “factors in determining the acoustical quality
of the theatre, but the photograph affords excellent opportu-
nity for showing the manner in which reflections are
formed.”35 It is in “showing” more than in “knowing” that
the founder of modern acoustics appreciates the photo-
graphic method.
Despite Sabine’s abandonment of the technique, the fasci-
nation with sound photography among acoustic scientists
persisted for another two decades, and beyond: At the begin-
ning of the 1920s, German engineer Eugen Michel experi-
mented extensively with acoustical water wave photography
in ripple tanks. Michel preferred photographing ripples of
Figure 5 Wallace C. Sabine, contours of sound intensity, 1913 (Wallace
C. Sabine, “Theatre Acoustics,” American Architect 104, no. 1984 [31
Dec. 1913], 261).
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water in a basin to animating the air in a schlieren technique
apparatus, because it required little equipment and involved a
less complicated technological transfer. The schlieren tech-
nique asks for electrical equipment and, due to the necessary
intensity of light, a rather small sectional model set vertically
into the photographic apparatus. Water wave photography
was easier: one simply put a model, of practically any scale as
long as it fit into the basin, horizontally into water and photo-
graphed the surface of animated water, or the reflections
thereof on a screen.36 Water and air are both fluid media. In
the ripple tank, the propagation of sound in air was simulated
in water; the ease of handling, in Michel’s assumption, com-
pensated for their differing physical properties.
In 1927, scientists Alfred H. Davis and George W. C.
Kaye of the National Physical Laboratory in Teddington (on
the outskirts of London) published a comprehensive over-
view of the different methods for studying sound, three of
which they described in detail: the geometrical method, the
sound-pulse method, and the ripple-tank method.37 The
techniques are not listed in chronological order of their
emergence; rather, they are ordered according to their as-
sumed efficiency in capturing the performance of sound.
Over three pages, Davis and Kaye introduce the method of
geometrically constructing line drawings as a “first approxi-
mation.”38 In this section they quote from Michel’s 1921
benchmark publication and reproduce several of the meticu-
lous drawings preceding his photographic ripple-tank experi-
ments (Figure 8). They remark, however, that “the diagram
gives no indication of the relative intensities of the various
portions of the wave-front.”39 Next is a description of the
electrical “pulse” or “spark method” of architectural ultra-
sound photography as derived from the schlieren technique.
Davis and Kaye then discuss the ripple-tank method in four
pages of text and four pages of plates that culminate in a kine-
matographic series of fifty-five images (Figure 9). They rein-
force the importance of studying not only single moments
but also sequences of sound propagation. The limitations of
schlieren sound photography aremore severe than simply the
Figure 6 Wallace C. Sabine, experiments with schlieren photography in a
model of the New Theatre, New York, long section, 1913 (Wallace C.
Sabine, “Theatre Acoustics,” American Architect 104, no. 1984 [31 Dec.
1913], 269).
Figure 7 Wallace C. Sabine, experiments with schlieren photography in a
model of the New Theatre, New York, cross section, 1913 (Wallace C.
Sabine, “Theatre Acoustics,” American Architect 104, no. 1984 [31 Dec.
1913], 271).
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two-dimensionality of the model sections. These photo-
graphs lack not only the third dimension of space—a prob-
lem Sabine addressed by always studying both long and
cross sections of theater spaces—but also the fourth dimen-
sion of time, a necessary consideration in the study of sound
that the kinematographic image recordings were able to
capture.
Thanks to its practicality and simplicity, and despite
the fact that acousticians acknowledged the blurry pic-
tures and lack of precision, water wave photography out-
lived the laborious schlieren applications in architectural
acoustics.40 Experiments are documented into the post–
World War II period and beyond, as I have discussed
elsewhere.41
Franz Max Osswald’s Sound Photography as
Scientific Practice
In 1924, Franz Max Osswald began installing his research
at ETH Zurich, Switzerland’s first polytechnic university.
ETH was his alma mater; he graduated with a degree in
mechanical engineering in 1905 (Figure 10).42 In 1929, he
received his venia legendi—permission to teach at university
level—and was given two spaces in which to set up his own
laboratory: a larger one to be used as a reverberation cham-
ber and a smaller one for his apparatuses.43 In the smaller
space, from 1930 through 1933, he produced hundreds of
sound photographs. The remaining prints of Osswald’s
sound photography experiments are kept in the crimson
loose-leaf binder that I discovered among the materials from
the antecessors of contemporary acoustics. The binder is part
of a system patented in 1909 by a British manufacturer; inside
it, Osswald’s 124 remaining photographs are mounted on
fifty-six sheets of blue and brown paper.44 I mention the
folder’s origin because it indicates Osswald’s international
orientation. He was a pioneer in his field and corresponded
with other experts in Europe, as well as with Paul E. Sabine
at the Riverbank Laboratories in the United States.
The photographs in the binder show the propagation of
sound wave fronts in architectural models by illuminating the
changes in the density of air, sometimes at a specific moment,
sometimes in a sequence milliseconds apart, tracing how the
waves expand and reflect inside the model space. It is likely
that Osswald developed his plates in the ETH photography
facility, founded in 1886 and located in the natural sciences
building from 1916 onward. From 1926 to 1947, ETH’s Pho-
tographisches Institut (Institute of Photography) was headed
by Ernst Rüst. While there is no indication that Osswald re-
lied on Rüst’s expertise, their careers show interesting paral-
lels. They both failed to position their small institutes in the
debates over the “split” between pure and applied science of
the time.45
In a class he taught on architectural acoustics, Osswald
explained his “ultrasound photography apparatus” (another
name for schlieren photography), constructed according to
Foley and Souder’s publication (see Figure 4), to the students
in great detail, as is documented in a diagram included in the
transcript of a lecture he gave during the winter semester of
1932–33 (Figure 11). In the apparatus, milliseconds after the
sound spark from the shotgun (8 in Figure 11, triggered by 3
and 4), a light spark (9 in Figure 11, triggered by 5) was ignited,
the timing of which required extremely advanced electrical
Figure 8 Eugen Michel, geometrical construction of sound propagation in the Gewandhaussaal, Leipzig, 1921 (Eugen Michel, Hörsamkeit grosser
Räume [Braunschweig: Vieweg, 1921], 32).
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controls (1 and2 inFigure 11).The shadowof the air’s inhomo-
geneity caused by the sound spark was then projected onto a
photographic plate (7 in Figure 11).46Osswaldwas taken by the
technique to the extent that he built a second, improved version
of the device in which, he claimed, the timing of the sparks was
muchmore precise (Figures 12 and 13).
Precision, here, is a relative term. The schlieren technique
in aircraft and rocketry research of the late 1930s, as in the
German wind tunnels in Peenemünde, was part of costly
wartime techniques.47 Experiments of the same origin in the
Institute of Applied Acoustics at ETH in Zurich, in contrast,
operated with practically Osswald alone, at times with a part-
time assistant and with little interest and funding from the uni-
versity, addressing architectural questions in auditoriumdesign.
The first of Osswald’s schlieren apparatuses is shown in
a print dated 21 October 1930 (Figure 12). The second
Osswald photographed on 11 July 1933 and published in
1936 (Figure 13).48 Both versions appear in photos on the
initial sheets in the loose-leaf album. The photograph of the
first version also shows eleven small sectional models with
different wall and ceiling geometries in the lower right-hand
corner (see Figure 12). These were cut from hard rubber
and inserted in the middle of the long apparatus. Osswald’s
second version of the apparatus controlled the time gap be-
tween the two sparks and thus the accuracy of the simulation,
with a range from 0.00005 to 0.0005 seconds, which corre-
sponds to sound traveling the distance of 2.5 to 25 centi-
meters in a model at scale 1:400, or 10 to 100 meters in real
space.
The scale ratio of 1:400, which Osswald seems to have
used as a standard for this method, was most likely deter-
mined by the intensity of light he could generate for the pho-
tographic exposure. The scale given by Davis and Kaye in
Britain is roughly the same: 1 inch = 32 feet, which translates
to 1:394 in the metric system.49 A scale of 1:400 is actually
Figure 9 Alfred H. Davis and George W. C. Kaye, kinematographic
visualization of sound propagation in a ripple tank, 1927 (Alfred H. Davis
and George W. C. Kaye, The Acoustics of Buildings [London: G. Bell and
Sons, 1927], plate XII).
Figure 10 Franz Max Osswald, portrait on the occasion of his graduation
from ETH Zurich, 1905 (photo by Johannes Meiner; Image Archive, ETH
Library Zurich, http://doi.org/10.3932/ethz-a-000271413).
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Figure 11 Franz Max Osswald, diagram of an “ultrasound photography apparatus” from the transcript of his lecture on architectural acoustics, winter
semester 1932–33 (University Archives, ETH Zurich).
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very small compared to other architectural working models
showing interiors, often built during the design process to
enable evaluation of the volume and proportion of spaces; an
auditorium model at that scale would, in most cases, fit into
the palm of the experimenter’s hand.
Osswald indicated the scale of the models on two of the
photos in the crimson binder, both considerably larger than
1:400. A photograph dated 8 December 1930 of an unidenti-
fied study model marked “Luzern” has the note “1:254.”The
scale of the model of Gottfried Semper’s Stadthaus Winter-
thur auditorium (discussed below), photographed on 4 July
1933, is noted as “1:183.” The issue of scaling is especially
pertinent in relation to today’s practice of measuring sound in
concert hall models at a scale ratio of 1:10. In Osswald’s tech-
nique for sound photography, enlarging the model to 1:10
would have rendered the procedure impossible. The princi-
pal problem being the intensity of the light spark, greater
distances to the photographic plate weakened the photo-
graphic imprint. Because of this, in 1936 Osswald recom-
mended photographing sound propagation at distances of a
maximum of 15 centimeters within the model, which corre-
sponds to approximately 60 meters in the actual space. The
scale of the model was thus chosen at a critical distance for
auditorium acoustics. Osswald concluded that “ultrasound air
wave photography is a precise and revealing means to recog-
nize the reflecting effect of enclosures, which may then need
to be shaped differently, or dampened,” that is, redesigned in
a different form, or clad with absorbing material.50
All of these measurements are based on the premise that
a sound within the hearing range, when scaled down to an
Figure 12 Apparatus room at Franz Max
Osswald’s applied acoustics laboratory at ETH
Zurich, 1930 (Image Archive, ETH Library Zurich,
http://doi.org/10.3932/ethz-a-000986421).
Figure 13 Franz Max Osswald, revised and
improved apparatus for ultrasound photography,
1933, published in 1936; see note 48. (Image
Archive, ETH Library Zurich, http://doi.org/10.3932/
ethz-a-000986422).
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inaudible frequency, can simulate an audible phenomenon. In
Osswald’s 1930s experiments, different densities of air result-
ing from a sonic impulse become perceptible as an image on
paper. His method, however, neglects the material properties
of the air inside the apparatus and of the spatial enclosures,
which were rendered in a section cut out of hard rubber. The
experiment pretends to take place in a vacuum of abstract ge-
ometry without atmosphere, even though it was well known
at the time that temperature and humidity change the propa-
gation of sound. Aside from the problem of the model’s re-
duced scale and its standardized material, there is also the
issue of scaling in the photographic process itself, where fur-
ther social, technical, aesthetic, and affective scales come into
play.51While Osswald’s apparatus was larger than many pho-
tographic devices of the period, the models he used for test-
ing sound performance were miniaturized.
Geometric Studies of Auditorium Design
Like other experts at the time, Osswald focused much of his
attention, in both teaching and research, on modern audito-
rium design. One of the highly controversial designs of this
period was the large assembly hall at the League of Nations
headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland, which was projected to
have a capacity of 2,700—a size unheard-of in auditorium de-
sign at the time. After the jury had ruled on the 377 entries in
the design competition for the auditorium in 1927, Osswald
published his expert opinion of the large assembly hall both
in Switzerland and in the United States, stating his doubt
that loudspeakers could resolve the problem of amplification
in very large auditoriums: “as experience has shown,” they
would “amplify at the same time the disturbing reverberation,
thus failing to alleviate the difficulty.”52 His work was quoted
by the leading proponents ofmodernism, such as PeterMeyer
and Sigfried Giedion.53 Auditorium design posed a pressing
problem both for speech and for music in the 1920s. Audien-
ces had grown larger, but loudspeaker technologies were not
yet able to reproduce sound in interior spaces to a quality that
was comfortable to listen to, or was even intelligible.
When Osswald first immersed himself in the technique of
architectural sound photography, he built a model of the type
of auditorium that he thought could best enable sound to
travel to all positions in the audience. Thanks to a large gal-
lery, sound would be reflected up to the very last row without
becoming too reverberant. Photographs that Osswald took
on 29 August (in a model of the vertical section) and on
9 October 1930 (in a model of the horizontal section) were
published in Schweizerische Bauzeitung on 1 November 1930
(Figure 14).54 They show two variations of the room: one
with an open gallery and one with the gallery closed off. The
variable internal volume of the space was key and allowed the
users to accommodate differing requirements for speech and
music. To reduce the volume when a shorter reverberation
time was required, Osswald proposed, the gallery should be
closed off. Thus, without the gallery extension, the space
would serve more intimate performances and lectures.When
enlarged from 6,100 cubic meters to its full capacity of 8,750
cubic meters, the space would be suited to orchestral music,
with more seating and a longer reverberation time.55
The contemporary approach to controlling reverbera-
tion time was to rely on the many new absorbing materials
promoted by industry. By contrast, Osswald continued to
work on manipulating the volume parameter of the rever-
beration formula and paid little attention to the use of
materials for sound control. After its publication in Schwei-
zerische Bauzeitung, Osswald’s idea of the variable volume
was appraised in the 1932 American handbook Acoustics and
Architecture, one of the most comprehensive works on ar-
chitectural acoustics at the time. Its author, Paul E. Sabine,
repudiated Osswald’s reasoning:
Osswald of Zurich has suggested a scheme whereby the vol-
ume term of the reverberation equation may be reduced by
lowering movable partitions which would cut off a part of a
large room when used by smaller audiences and for lighter
forms of music. . . . In connection with Osswald’s scheme,
one must remember that in shutting off a recessed space, we re-
duce both volume and absorbing power and that such a proce-
dure might raise instead of lower the reverberation time.56
Without specification of the walls’ and partitions’ materi-
als or thickness, it is impossible to judge which of the acoustic
experts was right, since they relied on different parameters.
Nevertheless, this contemptuous mention in an international
publication may have become an obstacle to Osswald’s fur-
ther career, which had advanced significantly after he voiced
his expert opinion on the 1927 League of Nations competi-
tion. Throughout the 1930s, and until his death in 1944, he
continued to work in his laboratory, but he received less ac-
claim and attention than he had in the late 1920s.
In the fall of 1936, Osswald submitted his architectural
sound photography to the Zeitschrift für technische Physik. The
short article was accepted and published as three pages of
text, exceptionally richly illustrated with glossy plates con-
taining eleven samples of sound wave photography and pho-
tographs of the built theater spaces on which the models were
based. The photographic experiments showed sound propa-
gation and reflections not only in familiar types of modern
auditorium geometry but also in extravagantly shapedmodels
with folded, curved, and undulating walls. These models fea-
ture geometries that were unlikely to represent actual spaces;
rather, Osswald probably created them to study certain wall
angles or the curvature of a room’s enclosure. These unusual
sections were presented in the context of existing and
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alternative shapes for film theaters (Figure 15).57 In this most
extensive publication of his photographic reasoning, Osswald
includedmany of his 1930s experiments and a few of the pho-
tos taken for the doctoral thesis of Hans Frei, Osswald’s only
doctoral student, in 1933.58
Osswald’s profound fascination with photographing sound
was untimely, and he received scant reward for his time-
consuming method of firing a rifle and illuminating moving
air in a small two-dimensional model. His most direct critic
was his student, Hans Frei. With funding by the wood con-
struction industry, Osswald produced his improved apparatus
and a second large series of photographs. Many were pub-
lished in Frei’s doctoral thesis on electroacoustic investiga-
tions in reverberation chambers, for which Osswald acted as
Figure 14 Franz Max Osswald, sound tests in the model of an auditorium with variable volume, published in 1930; see note 54 (Image Archive, ETH
Library Zurich, http://doi.org/10.3932/ethz-a-000986428; http://doi.org/10.3932/ethz-a-000986429; http://doi.org/10.3932/ethz-a-000986430;
http://doi.org/10.3932/ethz-a-000986431; http://doi.org/10.3932/ethz-a-000986432; http://doi.org/10.3932/ethz-a-000986434).
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coadviser. The primary adviser, the ambitious physicist Franz
Tank, seems to have had little sympathy with the objective of
a visual exploration of acoustic phenomena. The disserta-
tion’s criticism of the photographic experiments was crush-
ing. Frei’s critique cited the method’s neglect of absorption,
phase shifts, and its two-dimensional reduction, rejecting it
as reductive, vague, accidental, and not suited to modeling a
“theoretically precise image of the situation in real space.”59
Rather than valuing its aesthetic or communicative value,
Frei seems to have judged Osswald’s photographic technique
as a comprehensive theoretical model, by which standard it
was unable to deliver.
Fluting, folding, triple pocket moldings, cannelures, cavi-
ties, and waveforms were built into the walls of Osswald’s
sectional models of round, elliptical, rectangular, and potato-
shaped spaces. While these imaginary spaces were certainly of
no use in proving the “objectivity” of the method, the treat-
ment of the walls was a practical concern in the context of
sound film. Film theaters in the 1920s were designed for silent
film, usually accompanied by music from a single live instru-
ment. With changes in film technology and the advent of
sound film, many theater spaces had to be remodeled to dis-
tribute sound more evenly through the audience and to be less
reverberant. Of the three plates published by Osswald in 1936,
two showed former silent film theaters that had been adapted
to accommodate talking movies. The third was Gottfried
Semper’s Winterthur city hall of 1869, which had undergone
several acoustic corrections before and after Osswald’s consul-
tancy (Figure 16). Osswald even photographically examined
model sections of the Ear of Dionysius, a space that is sup-
posed to have perfect sound conductivity (Figure 17). This
ear-shaped Sicilian cave had long been a mecca for acousti-
cians; that it still holds such interest is an indication of the
“hard” natural science of acoustics’ long tradition of engag-
ing with psychophysiological and sociocultural mysteries of
sound in space and in the ear.
While Osswald called for architectural designs that could
distribute sound by spatial form and for methods of measure-
ments that included the ear, the discipline of architectural
acoustics, which he had helped to establish, had shifted inter-
est to electroacoustics. Members of this next generation fo-
cused their attention on electrical methods for amplifying as
well as for measuring sound. Osswald remained undeterred,
devising other apparatuses intended to improve the practice
of sound measurements and to correct the drawbacks of early
loudspeaker technologies. For example, a huge spiral through
which reverberation could be produced and added to the
amplified sound from loudspeakers—another speculative
proposal—speaks more of Osswald’s sensitivity to spatial
sound than of physical expertise (Figure 18).60
In a book published in 1939, the German acoustician
Joseph Benedict Engl reproduced Osswald’s two photo-
graphic sound tests for Semper’s auditorium (Figure 16).
Engl acknowledged the explanatory value of the visualiza-
tions and remarked that “not everything can be expected
of this method.”61 Despite continuing criticism of the
method by scientists, its explanatory value may be the reason
that images of sound persisted throughout the twentieth
century. Architectural acousticians in various countries and
contexts embraced sound wave photography both for its
promise of scientific objectivity (by means of the mechani-
cal apparatus) and for its inclusion of the visual sense. The
modern technique of photography, even though it did not
satisfy physicists’ theoretical desires, did enable scientists
to communicate the experience of hearing in modern
terms.
Figure 15 Franz Max Osswald, acoustic studies
for wall shapes in film theaters, 1930, published in
1936; see note 48. (Image Archive, ETH Library
Zurich, http://doi.org/10.3932/ethz-a-000986436).
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In his paper on theater auditorium design, Wallace C.
Sabine discussed the “inadequacy of the discussion of the sub-
ject of architectural acoustics by the construction of straight
lines” and directed readers’ attention to the areas of the photo-
graphs that exposed “waves reflected from the screens in front
of the boxes, of the balcony, and of the gallery.”He concluded,
“The method of rays, although a fairly correct approximation
with large areas, is misleading under most conditions,” espe-
cially when it came to theaters.62 Sabine thus hoped that the
knowledge gained from a photograph could exceed the geo-
metric ray method and praised the method for incorporating
the effects of diffraction into the acoustical rendering. Oss-
wald’s extensive practice with sound photography, however,
exposes an enthusiasm that cannot be found in Sabine’s skepti-
cal description: “The system of reflected waves in the
succeeding photograph in the series is so complicated that it is
difficult to identify the several reflections by verbal descrip-
tion. The photograph is therefore reproduced a second time,
marked and annotated with an extensive caption.”63 Osswald’s
annotations seem less reluctant, often superposing lines of
white to explain the direction in which the sound waves prop-
agated through the sectional models and reflected from the
walls (see Figures 14, 15, 19, and 20). That both Sabine and
Osswald needed such elaborate annotation hints at their strug-
gles to interpret in words the vagueness of the visual imprint of
sound from moving air.
When, in the 1930s, Osswald traced his own photographs
with white ink, indicating the directions in which the sound
waves propagated, the superposed, simplified lines were in-
tended to highlight the evidence provided by the photographs
Figure 16 Franz Max Osswald, sound test in a
horizontal model of Gottfried Semper’s Stadthaus
Winterthur auditorium, 1933 (Franz Max Osswald,
“Raumakustik in geometrischer Betrachtung,”
1930, published in 1936; see note 48. Image
Archive, ETH Library Zurich, http://doi.org/10.3932/
ethz-a-00098644).
Figure 17 Franz Max Osswald, sound test in a
model of the Ear of Dionysius, a Sicilian cave that is
surrounded by a myth of perfect sound
conductivity, 1930 (Image Archive, ETH Library
Zurich, http://doi.org/10.3932/ethz-a-000986441).
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and to communicate his findings to lay audiences; yet at the
same time, the hand-drawn lines subverted the objectivity
granted by his schlieren apparatus. Though Osswald’s lines
were meant to clarify the trajectories of sound, in fact they
obscure more than they reveal. They trace what the experi-
menter himself expected, and what he saw. While helping lay
viewers of Osswald’s photographs understand where the
blurrywave frontsmight bemoving, the hand-drawn lines also
acted as markers of where the photographs failed, and as an
affirmation of Osswald’s expertise.
Sound photography proved effective for communicating
expert knowledge to lay audiences. In the case of acoustic
sciences, the lay audience includes many, from engineers to
designers and architects. While providing a valuable tool for
communicating findings to this audience, photographic im-
ages also assisted the experts in reiterating the processes they
investigated and reevaluating their results. To the architect
who sought the advice of the acoustician, the image was
explanation and proof. And the confidence of the audience
reassured the experts of their own expertise.
Despite their limited scientific usefulness, the sound pho-
tographs resurfaced. Lothar Cremer used Osswald’s photo-
graphy in his seminal Geometrische Raumakustik of 1949.
Cremer juxtaposed an example of Osswald’s photographic tests
with a simple drawing constructed geometrically, although
he concluded that the photographic technique offered no addi-
tional information (Figure 19).64 In Cremer’s book, as in Frei’s
thesis, the photographs were published without arrows to
indicate the directions of the sound waves; the audience was
considered expert enough to understand the photographs
without explanation. Possibly, Cremer and Frei thought
Osswald’s markings were a simplification, a “pandering” to
nonexpert readers with no relevance for contemporary science.
The hand-drawn lines did not survive within the new
practice—and paradigm—of pattern recognition, which ulti-
mately required expert understanding. Certainly, Osswald’s
markings hardly fulfill Daston and Galison’s criteria for the
third period of objectivity, when “trained judgment” allows in-
formation to be highlighted or reduced by an expert but not to
be added or superimposed from preexisting knowledge.65 The
geometrical lines that Osswald superposed onto the blurry
shadows of sound waves in the photographs—which I have
classified as belonging to Daston and Galison’s second period-
ization, “mechanical objectivity”—were conceived in the logic
of “truth-to-nature,” the first of Daston and Galison’s three
periodizations, when preconception was not opposed to scien-
tific knowledge. Different concepts of modern objectivity
collided in the applied acoustics laboratory at ETH Zurich.
Osswald’s hand-drawn lines counteract the intended mod-
ern objectivity—granted by the mechanical process of his
photographic technique—with a modernity that is subjective
and, in the words of Hilde Heynen, “refers to the typical fea-
tures of modern times and to the way that these are experi-
enced by the individual.”66 These lines assert the relevance
of Osswald’s untimely image making by exposing the simulta-
neity of scientific and aesthetic intentions; they oscillate be-
tween intuition and simplification. The modern assumption
that photography could capture a more comprehensive range
of physical phenomena than could mathematical formulas
collided and merged with the tradition of engineers thinking
with pictures.
As historian of scienceHans-Jörg Rheinberger describes it,
scientific findings require “a kind of attention with a sharp
sense for subtle tones, thus an attention which seems to hover
Figure 18 Franz Max Osswald, Luftschall-
Verzögerungsrohr, a pipe for delaying airborne
sound, proposed to enable spatially adequate
loudspeaker transmission in large auditoriums,
1937 (Franz Max Osswald, “Zur akustischen
Gestaltung von Grossräumen,” Schweizerische
Bauzeitung [4 Sept. 1937], 69).
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above” and does not steer the viewer rigidly toward a prede-
fined result.67 The kind of attention that comes withOsswald’s
tracing over areas of subtle grays with blurry contours gets in
the way of his ambition to create an “objective” image of the
phenomena of sound; intuition then is inseparable from the
kind of subjectivity that science calls prejudice. Osswald traced
the lines of his own forecast onto the grayish print, as many
scientists in the medical sciences and in applied acoustics had
done before him and would do after him. Perhaps the mo-
tivation for the laborious schlieren technique was more
than the production of evidence. One of the questions ex-
plored in this article relates to visual reasoning in acoustics,
when engineers combined scientific photography with the
experience of hearing.
In 1961, Willi Furrer (1906–85), Osswald’s successor at
ETHZurich, claimed that the insights offered by sound pho-
tography were “relatively limited” and had “no relationship
to the efforts necessary,” therefore the technique was not
used after 1930 (the year of Osswald’s most extensive photog-
raphy experiments).68While the first edition of Furrer’s book
Raum- und Bauakustik, Lärmabwehr, published in 1956, does
not refer to the technique at all, in the 1961 edition he uses
Osswald’s reproductions of British sound photography from
the National Physical Laboratory in his discussion of model-
ing sound. Despite Furrer’s disparagement of the method, it
is most likely because of him that the crimson binder survives;
the album was one of the few objects left by Osswald that
Furrer might have thought worth keeping. French architec-
tural acoustics, too, remained fascinated with sound photog-
raphy in the postwar period: a 1952 handbook dedicated
seven out of twelve pages of illustrations to sequences of wa-
ter wave photography, one page to photographs of light re-
flections in a model, and none to the tedious method of
ultrasound photography with the schlieren method.69
Figure 19 Lothar Cremer’s comparison of the geometric construction of sound reflection and Franz Max Osswald’s experiments with schlieren
technique, 1949 (Lothar Cremer, Geometrische Raumakustik [Zurich: Hirzel, 1949], 147).
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Osswald’s eager and relentless experimenting was at once
ahead of and behind its time, both pioneering and too late.
This was the moment when architectural acoustics gained
momentum and formed a discipline, and when specialists
across the globe appropriated its techniques.70 But by the
mid-1930s, when electroacoustics entered the scene, most
of Wallace C. Sabine’s cohort had already left the field.
Such shifts in scientific attention accompanied the realiza-
tion that the information conveyed in architectural sound
photography was not sufficient. Sound propagation, like
many other phenomena, could be more precisely rendered
by electroacoustic techniques than by the photographing of
air movements. Nevertheless, the images kept appearing in
journals. Lay audiences and experts alike were fascinated by
the elucidation of acoustic phenomena, so little understood
and so hard to explain.
Unlike many of his contemporaries, Osswald never sus-
pended his belief in the role of the senses in his experiments,
abandoning neither the visual—illuminated by the photo-
graphs he produced—nor the auditory sense. When he de-
vised a tapping machine with variable loudness as part of a
new “method for measuring impact sound” in 1936, he did so
by including hearing as a means in scientific measurement.
Doing so, he reversed the point of reference in the scientific
experiment, declaring the sound to be the variable parameter
against the constant of the physiological threshold of hearing:
“It is necessary only that the ‘threshold’ of the detecting
instrument be constant. Nature has provided a wonderful
threshold instrument, the human ear,” he noted as he ex-
plained his apparatus in the Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America.71 Osswald’s claim must have sounded absurd to
other scientists in the 1930s, when automated acoustic mea-
suring had finally obliterated the unsatisfactory subjective
judgment of sound levels by the ear. Nevertheless, Osswald’s
paper propagating the human hearing threshold as an instru-
ment of standardization was accepted for publication in the
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America in 1936. The human
ear, as a “wonderful threshold instrument,” seemed to be a
viable part of acoustic measurement methods.
Eyes, Ears, Experts, and Oracles: Conclusion
Osswald’s success as researcher and consultant in architec-
tural acoustics coincided with the proliferation and institu-
tionalization of architectural acoustics. Recognition of his
work was propelled by his expert judgment of contemporary
auditorium designs during the 1920s and peaked in 1929—
the founding year of the Acoustical Society of America and
the year of Osswald’s promotion at ETH.72 His efforts in
photographing sound in architectural models during the
1930s, when electroacoustics and loudspeaker amplification
were increasingly applied to architectural designs, were
rather untimely. Studying these photographs now, when the
rivalry between ocular-centric and sonic positions is super-
seded by more comprehensive, multisensory interests, how-
ever, seems timely.
In the endeavor to capture, measure, describe, and control
sound, what emerges in the study of photographic practices
in architectural acoustics is a strange ambivalence regarding
sensory perception. Inserting visual techniques into the study
of sound raises many issues, such as that of “technologically
inflected vision,”whenmanipulation becomes a condition for
objectivity.73 In regard to Osswald’s photographs, we can no
longer be sure whether the scientist’s hand acts as an exten-
sion of or imposes his intention on the machine he has
created.
Figure 20 Franz Max Osswald, acoustic studies
for wall shapes in film theaters, 1930, published in
1936; see note 47. (Image Archive, ETH Library
Zurich, http://doi.org/10.3932/ethz-a-000986433).
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Architectural sound photography, like almost all photogra-
phy in the natural sciences of the epoch, did not speak for it-
self; it required explanation. For example, British physicists
Davis and Kaye instructed readers to interpret the image se-
ries of sound traveling with their attention “directed to the
progress of only one of the waves of the train” of the many re-
flections photographed in the ripple tank.74 As shown here in
examples fromOsswald (Figure 20; see Figures 14, 15, 19, and
20), many sound photographs are marked with lines to guide
the eye of the observer, indicating the directions in which
these singled-out “waves of the train” propagated. As Jennifer
Tucker emphasizes, the veracity of photographs was often
suffused by claims of subjective intervention: the production
of images of invisible phenomena required exceptional skill
and knowledge, thus exposing the authority of the expert to
contestation.75
The photographs captured blurry, and to an extent acci-
dental, nuances of the light and dark of inhomogeneous air
caused by the movement of sound pressure. These patterns
complemented scientific inquiry in that they included some
of the intricacies of sensory perception that the natural scien-
ces otherwise exclude. If nonintervention lies at the heart of
photography, the manual interventions on the photographs
interfered with the goal of mechanical objectivity as defined
by Daston and Galison. The relation of sound photography
to the “unprejudiced, unthinking, blind sight” of mechanical
objectivity raises questions of method, model, and media; of
the relationship of visual and auditory cultures; and of the au-
thority of the expert.76 Hand-drawn lines and arrows, as
Athanasius Kircher had etched three centuries earlier, seem
anachronistic but remind us how verisimilitude as well as in-
tuition persisted in the age of mechanical objectivity, and be-
yond. I argue that such hand-drawn interventions also show
how the visual representation of sound raises the question of
media and visibility per se. The photographs relate to an epis-
temology of modern architecture both in the setting of the
experiments, in the laboratory, and in the technique of repre-
sentation, schlieren photography, borrowed from the natural
sciences. They remind us that the amplification of sound
once depended largely on the geometry of a room, together
with its materials and size, as expressed in the reverberation
formula, when spatial form and not electroacoustic amplifica-
tion shaped the sounds of the environment.
The youngest generation of sound-mapping systems has
appropriated a name pertaining to photography: market lead-
ers such as Norsonic (Norway), Brüel & Kjær (Denmark),
and CAE Systems (Germany) currently promote “acoustic
cameras.”These register sound levels at different frequencies
using microphone arrays of varying sizes. The “noise maps”
thus produced are superimposed onto photographs of the
sites where the sound intensities were measured, expecting
remedy for the auditory while communicating by visual
media.
Osswald’s practice around 1930 seems to lie at a crossroads
of modern science. He was persistent in observing the blurry
shadows cast by sound waves but eager to mark the images
with his hand-drawn lines, simultaneously rigid in copying
Sabine’s methods and blinded by the visual magic of the
patterns emerging. In the expert culture in architectural
acoustics of the 1930s, architectural sound photography re-
stated the geometry and the volume of physical space, thus
spatial form, as the decisive parameter for architectural
acoustics and enforced this concept—against the increasing
application of electronic amplification—by means of a repre-
sentational technique borrowed from the natural sciences.
Yet at the same time, the aesthetic appeal of the photographs
plunged them into the realm of sensory magic. It seems that
Osswald consulted his apparatus like an oracle, to bring out an
image that explained more than a mathematical formula
could. Yet we might suspect that, through his self-constructed
oracle, Osswald sought only to confirm what he already knew.
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